
AVIOS TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Collect 2 Avios for every €1 you spend with Maggiore 

As a Meridiana Club member, you can enjoy all the advantages of Maggiore car rental and collect 

Avios while you travel. 

For every Euro you spend on a Maggiore car rental, you’ll collect two Avios. You will collect a 

minimum of 500 Avios per rental.  

Terms & Conditions 

1. In order to participate in the “2 Avios for every Euro spent” programme and all the other Avios 

programmes, rentals must include the Meridiana Club card number of the person indicated as the 

main driver (the “Client”). The Meridiana Club card number must be quoted when booking and the 

card shown when picking up the car. 

2. Rentals must be made using one of the following Meridiana Club partnership discount codes : 

U012100 (Meridiana Gold Card) U011900 ( Meridiana Red card) U012000 (Meridiana Silver Card). 

Rentals booked without a Meridiana Club partnership discount code are not eligible for any Avios 

award. All rentals made with Maggiore corporate rates or other Discount Codes are not valid for 

collecting Avios. 

3. Chauffeur Drive, van rentals, travel industry staff rates including Meridiana and Maggiore 

employee programmes, replacement/insurance rates, selected association programmes, net rate 

programmes and rentals booked with online travel agents, brokers and price comparison sites do 

not qualify for Avios.  

4. Avios can be collected on a Maggiore car rental even without a flight. It may take up to 8 weeks 

from the rental date to credit your Avios account with the points collected. All Avios are subject to 

the Meridiana Club Terms & Conditions. The Client must meet Maggiore’s age, driver qualification 

and credit approval requirements. 

5. Maggiore will apply the “2 Avios for every Euro spent” programme to all qualifying rentals. If the 

rental is not paid in Euros, the amount will be converted into Euros at the exchange rate applicable 

on the rental start date (the date when the car is picked up from the rental agency). The final 

amount used to calculate Avios shall not include any expenses for damages (expenses for actual 

damage or damage liability), or tax. 

6. If the final rental amount is modified in any way (e.g. refund from Maggiore Customer Services), 

the corresponding increases or decreases will be applied to the Meridiana Club member account, 

including the Avios collected. 

 


